The smart
refinishing
solution

Names you
can trust
Wanda is supported by the vast resources, advanced
technology and R&D commitment of a global leader
– AkzoNobel.
Wanda’s own vehicle refinishing heritage and
reputation stretch back for over 80 years – beginning
in Brazil in 1934.
Already well established as the leading value brand in
Latin America, it joined the AkzoNobel family in 1974.
With AkzoNobel’s backing, Wanda’s network has
expanded worldwide. It is now a smart global brand
with a local approach, manufacturing close to each
market in which it operates.
To find out more, visit wandarefinish.com

For great value, with no
compromise on quality, the
smart choice is Wanda. Our
complete but compact system
of vehicle refinishing products
and digital color tools makes
state-of-the-art technology
easily affordable. What’s more,
its simplicity goes on saving
time, effort, materials and
money every day.

Let Wanda work for you
To achieve professional results, while
saving time and money, choose Wanda.
For details of our complete system,
visit: wandarefinish.com

What makes
Wanda the
smart choice?
Color smart
Your customers demand a perfect color match. As
part of the AkzoNobel family, Wanda makes color
matching easy with world-leading digital color
technology – Automatchic Vision and MIXIT. Vehicle
color is measured quickly and precisely using
Automatchic Vision’s hand-held spectrophotometer.
MIXIT, the world’s fastest and easiest color retrieval
tool, finds the right formula from its huge database.
These tools are central to AkzoNobel’s Colorvation
initiative, helping bodyshops to access digital color
and gain its full benefit. See colorvation.com for
details.

Simply smart
Wanda’s complete system covers everything – from
repairing a small scratch or dent to doing a full
respray. What’s more, with Wanda you need fewer
components, and they are easier to use. Simple
choices, simple mixing ratios and simple processes
save you time all the way. In short, the result you
want is simple to achieve.

Value smart
Wanda gives you AkzoNobel quality at an affordable
price. It also reduces labor and material costs. How?
The compact system requires less stock investment
and management; application is quick and easy; and
the accurate digital color tools and uncomplicated
approach mean no errors or reworks.

Putties and fillers

Basecoats and clearcoats

Specialized and all-purpose solutions to fill surface
irregularities and dents both large and small. Excellent
adhesion, filling power and sandability. Creating a smooth
base for painting. Look out also for the Grey Shades
Concept, which reduces basecoat consumption.

A world of colors becomes possible with a minimum of
toners. We cover standard and variant colors, including
solid, metallic, pearlescent and xirallic. Our WB basecoat
and range of clearcoats create the ideal final effect.

Ancillaries

Colorvation

We provide all of the ancillary products needed for perfect
results. They include a compact family of universal
thinners and hardeners, offering flexible drying options for
different situations.

The Wanda mixing machine system is backed by triedand-tested color processes and advanced digital color
measurement and retrieval tools. Together they ensure
precise color matching every time.

